Dear
This booklet is for you and your family. It tells you all about the
different things that will happen now you have started school. We hope
that you and your family enjoy looking through it

You are Special
When you do something really special you will be taken to
Mrs Liddell to get one of her special stickers. Every week we
have a star of the week, your family will be invited into school to see
you receive your certificate- but we keep it top secret!

Special box
You will have a turn to take this home. Put in it things
that are special to you that you would like to show your
friends. You can include photographs!
(You take them home again that night.)
Your Things
We have lots of coat pegs that you can hang your coat and PE kit bag
on. Your wellington boots can stand on the on the welly rack.
In the porch you will have a basket with your name on it. You can
keep your things in this and anything you want to take home. Your
book bag will stay in a basket in the porch.
Letters for home will go in your book bag together with your school
reading book when you have one. Please bring your bag in every day.
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Arriving in the morning
When you come to school you will wait on the playground with your
grown-up. Staff will be in the classroom from 8:45 am if your grownup wants to talk to any of them. All children can come into the
classroom and be left at 8.45

School uniform

When you come to school you will want to wear your special school
uniform. The colours are a blue jumper or cardigan, white polo shirts
and grey trousers/skirts. You will be given an order form for the
uniform with the school badge on the jumper/cardigan.
Supermarkets sell trousers/skirts as well as royal blue jumpers, and
cardigans.
Labels
Please, please, please put names in everything! We always end with
clothes that we don’t know who they belong to!
It would be good if you could bring in a set of spare clothes just in
case of any accidents, along with shorts and a tee shirt for pe.
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Morning Snack
During the morning you will be able to have a drink of milk or water
and eat your free fruit at snack time.
We all have a piece of fruit to eat. This might be an apple, pear, banana
or satsuma. The fruit and milk is provided free to all Reception
children.
We often have toast and other things for snack. Please make sure we
know if you are allergic to anything. This is really important as we
often have different food to try. We make lots of cakes and other
things like soup, fruit salad, bread, pancakes etc.
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Lunch Time
At lunch you will eat in the hall, at a table, with children from your
class.

You can bring a packed lunch in a special box from home. Please make
sure it has your name on, so you will not lose it. You may like to have a
special cooked lunch from school instead. All Reception and Key Stage
1 children are entitled to a free lunch.
What will you do at school?
Reading
We hope you enjoy sharing books with your friends and families and
are getting to know lots of rhymes.
At school you hear stories every day. The book corner in your
classroom is a special place to sit while you are looking at and reading
books. There are books about everything- dinosaurs, pirates and
trains, fairytales and puppy dogs and lots more besides.
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Phonics
At school we use Read Write Inc to help you to learn your letter
sounds and names. For each sound you will learn the shape of the
letter and an action to help you remember it. As you learn the
sounds in school you will be encouraged to complete a sheet to help
you, and to help your families, say and recognise these sounds.

You might like to play games like “I spy” with your family to help you
too.
When you come to school you will begin to learn to read. You will read
big books with your teacher and after a while you will take a book
home. These will be books that cover the phonemes the children can
read.
You will be able to take home library books to share. You will be able
to turn the pages and point to the words as you share them.

You can talk about the stories, thinking about what might happen next.
You will have a reading record sheet to keep in your book bag. Your
grown-up can write down when you share your book and they can write
down how you got on. You can change this book as often as you like.

Writing
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Writing is FUN! At school you will learn how to form your letters
correctly and also how to write sentences.
It would be great if you could write your own name when you start
school just using a capital letter at the start of it, and nowhere else.
Don't worry if you can't; you will soon learn at school.

We write while we play all the time; in the role play, outside and in all
the different areas in the classroom.
Everybody can write! We call our first writing mark making and it
might not look like the writing in books but it is writing because it’s
our special way of putting what we think on paper. As we get older
the way we write changes and we will start using letter shapes.
Even though some people might think our writing is scribble we know
its not!
If you want to practise your name, use the letters to help you.

Only use a capital letter at the start of your first and second
names please.
When you have been at school a while you will begin to know, recognise
and write the sounds you hear in words. Then you will quickly begin to
write sentences too!
You will be able to do lots of other activities at school to help with
your writing. These include tracing over pictures, drawing patterns,
colouring, making models with play dough, cutting and drawing.
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Mathematics
Before you come to school you can do lots of things at home with your
family that will help you with your maths:
• Sort blocks by colour and size
• Fit jigsaw puzzles together
• Learn nursery rhymes and number songs such as "1,2 buckle my
shoe"
• Play lots of games where you have to throw a dice and move along
a board
• Cooking – talk about which things are heavy and light, how much
you need and counting and sharing
• Talking about your family .... Who is the youngest, oldest,
tallest or shortest?
• Talk about time using words such as morning, night, yesterday,
tomorrow and next week
• At bath time look at which things float or sink; is the bath full
or empty?
• When you are getting dressed look at things you put on first
and last, which is the back and front, how many buttons have you
got?
• At meal times you can lay the table and make sure you have
enough knives and forks.
• When you go shopping you can look at the numbers around you
and look at coins. You can look at the shape, size and colour of the
boxes.
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At school we will do lots of mathematical activities. You will do lots of
exciting things, such as measuring, weighing, looking at shapes, making
models, following directions and using the computer.

Can you count ten toys when you tidy up?
Homework
Homework will be sent home every week. You will have a homework
journal, which will have a task in for you to complete with your family.
This will be sent out on a Friday and brought in by Wednesday. The
activities will cover all areas of the curriculum, including current
events.
You will also have a book with all of the phase 1 and 2 sounds in. Every
time we cover a new sound a date will be put in the book, which means
you have to complete that page. When we start learning our sounds
we usually cover a new one Monday – Thursday and then recap all 4 on
the Friday.
Reading homework will be sent home every week, when the children
have settled into school. This will be a book to share/read. You will
also have a reading journey book that will include different things to
do to help develop your reading skills. This will be updated every
Friday.
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This is how we write our numbers
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Play
We work hard during the day learning new things and testing and
developing our skills. Play is the way our brains develop best. You will
be able to use all the resources in the classroom to develop your
thinking skills and help you develop your social, language,
mathematical, motor [we need this for handwriting], understanding
of the world and writing skills.
You will be able to follow your own interests, we will help to develop
this as you play to make sure lots of learning happens.
At school there are lots of things for you to work with. Here are some
of the things you will find, although they might not be available all of
the time:
• Loose parts, objects that we can adapt with our imagination
• Dressing up clothes so that you can be a doctor, a princess, a
policeman or policewoman or a fire-fighter.
• Puppets
• Construction kits to make large models using nuts and bolts
• Large and small blocks and lots of other things to make models
• Small world area
• Games and jigsaws
• Play dough
• Sand
• Water
• Dolls’ houses
• Tinkering table
• Role play area
• Shop
• House area
• Train table
• Cars and mats
• Creative area, paint
Please be warned we like messy play!
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Messy Activities
At school you will be able to do lots of "messy" things. You can paint,
stick, make models, use clay and play in the sand and the water and in
the mud kitchen

We have aprons at school to keep your uniform clean and also to keep
you dry when you play in the water.
If you go home messy it means you have been very busy!
Outdoors
You will have the chance to work outdoors. Please wear a waterproof
coat so you keep warm and dry. Please bring a pair of wellingtons
to leave in school.
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We have lots of different things available outdoors.
• Mini beast area
• Den building material,
• Sand,
• Climbing area,
• Performance area,
• Reading area,
• Mud kitchen,
• Water,
• Woodwork area
• Fairy garden
• Planting, digging area
• Pond [behind a fence]
• Small play area, with large animals, garage, tray for
construction vehicles
• Bikes, scooters
• Bats, balls, hoops
• Writing, maths opportunities
• Large field with willow tunnel, pizza oven, outdoor oven, ducks
Home Time
You go home at 3.05. Your Mum, Dad or someone else you know will be
able to collect you from the classroom. Your teacher will make sure
they see your grown-up before you can go.
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Early Years Foundation Stage Profile
When you have been at school a few weeks, your teacher will invite
your grown-ups into school for a little "chat ". We will talk about all
the different things you can do. These include looking at books, getting
dressed, tidying up, counting and playing with other children. All these
things make up your "Early Years Foundation Stage Profile".

Each term your grown-up will be invited to a Parents' Evening. They
will be able to talk to your teacher about the progress you have made
since the "Profile" meeting. They may be asked to help by doing special
things at home with you.
Your family will be invited to join us in school for an afternoon, about
once every term to join in with our activities.

We will take lots of photographs of you and write about all the great
things you do in school too. These will go in your very special Learning
Journey book. We hope you will bring in some things from home to
share all the wonderful learning you do with your family. We will put
this in your Learning Journey too!
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Birthdays
If you would like to share your birthday with your friends you can
bring a cake in that we can share together.
Toys
If you have something that you want to show to us you can bring
something in. You won’t be able to play with it though as we will look
at it and then put it away until you go home. This is so you don’t get
upset if it gets broken or lost. We have lots of things to play with in
the classroom so the best thing is to leave your lovely things at home.

We hope this booklet has helped you and your family to know what will
happen when you start school.

Remember, when you come to school you will learn lots of new things
and have lots of fun with your teachers and your new friends.

We can’t wait to join in with your adventures!
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